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Introduction Results

There is an important link between visual blur and guiding attention 

(Enns & MacDonald, 2013). Photographers and film-makers often 

rely on blur. Previous studies have shown that blur is a pre-attentive 

feature. (Loschky, 2014). In this study, we explore how blur affects a 

visual search task, we had two different set sizes, with different 

conditions Our results bring different conclusions implying that blur is 

ignored and is not repelling nor capturing attention as previous 

studies have shown. 
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Hypothesis

Methods

Discussion References

Blur/Clarity Contrast - When unique, capture attention to its spatial 

location. Blur Locally Repellant - When unique, repel attention from its 

spatial location. Blur Ignored – disregarded, being either all or unique.

55 undergraduate Psychology students were 

presented with a rotated L and T visual search. They 

were instructed to determine where the T was 

pointing. Sets varied in size (4 & 8) and different 

conditions (all blurred/clear or blurred/clear either 

single target or non-target).

Examples of blur/clear 

Ls(right) and Ts(Left)

Participants were presented 

with an eye-fixation screen, 

continuing with a gray screen, 

followed by the set for every 

trial. Reaction time and first 

eye fixation were analyzed 

and compared.

Examples of the different set conditions

The Reaction Time results for the set size of 4 & 8 

were very similar. Since between the all clear and 

all blur conditions there is no significant difference, 

the data mostly support the ‘Blur Ignored 

hypothesis. ’ Reaction time for blur is consistent 

through all conditions. There is significant 

difference between the Reaction Time for the clear 

target condition and blur target condition but it was 

only 400 mms.

The first eye fixation results do not support the 

‘Blur/Clarity’ hypothesis nor the ‘Blur Locally 

Repellant’ hypothesis. In both set sizes, blur did 

not receive the same frequency and latency as 

clarity did and it also did not receive very low 

frequency and latency compared to clarity as 

the ‘Blur Locally Repellant’ hypothesis had 

expected. 

Previous research established the idea that 

clarity captures attention. The purpose of this 

experiment was to understand the relationship 

between clarity and blur. The results mostly 

support the ‘Blur Ignored’ hypothesis. Future 

directions include changing goal orientation 

and using a smaller set size.
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